FOOD WASTE APRIL DIALOGUE
REPORT

01 to 03 April 2019

Background
Food waste refers to food appropriate for human consumption being discarded, whether after it is
kept beyond its expiry date or left to spoil due to behavioural issues. Food loss on the other hand
refers to a decrease in mass (dry matter) or nutritional value (quality) of food that was originally
intended for human consumption.
In global context, it has been reported that around one third of food produced for human consumption
is wasted. The World-Wide Fund (WWF) also reported on 10 million tonnes of food that goes to waste
every year in South Africa (SA). And, around 90% of this waste is discarded in landfill. Therefore,
reducing food waste and loss is key in achieving sustainability in food supply versus the demand.
In response to the global call, the Consumer Goods Council of South Africa (CGCSA) in partnership
with the Department of Trade Industry (DTI), co-funded by the European Union (SA-EU Dialogue
Facility) embarked on an Industry Specific Programme that will ensure collective government and
industry initiatives on Food Waste Prevention, Reduction and Awareness.

Food Waste Dialogue in South Africa: Storyline
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1. Introduction
Due to the food waste epidemic, a workshop was held on the 4th of October 2019. The sole purpose
of the workshop was to create awareness thus encouraging collaboration between different
stakeholders. Subsequently, on April from the 1st to the 3rd April 2019 a dialogue was held. The first
day with the Government officials, the second day with the Food Industry (Retailers and
Manufacturers), Non-Profit Organisations (NPO); Non-Government Organisations (NGO) and
Research and Solution providers. The third day was a wrap up session with different stakeholders.

2. Purpose of the dialogue / Objectives
The purpose of the dialogue was to achieve the following:
-

what are the main industry and government drivers to commit to this initiative of halving
food waste by half by 2030.

-

to define the need for a Voluntary Agreement (VA) to reach the goal of reducing food
waste in South Africa.

-

To gain insights that can assist in answering key questions that were identified in the gap
analysis report (Parfitt & Jenkin, 2019).

3. Gap analysis: Assess South Africa status in formulating a Food Waste Voluntary
Agreement

3.1.

Gap analysis

The overall objective of the gap analysis was to provide industry and decision makers in the South
African food industry and regulatory authorities with enough information, options and guideline to
make an informed judgement regarding the formulation and launch of a Voluntary Agreement to
work towards reduction and prevention of food waste (incl. methodologies) in South Africa. The
gap analysis covered the following eight (8) main questions. These cover some of the major
drivers impacting food consumption and production, and therefore associated potential for food
loss and waste generation in the country.

A) Quantification of food waste in South Africa
-

Are current estimates of SA food waste and surplus arisings sufficiently robust for
supporting policy / strategy development?
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-

Can existing datasets and reporting procedures within South Africa, be adapted in
support of (1)?

B) Policies and practices to support a voluntary agreement roadmap
-

What are the main policies that are relevant to food waste and food surplus in South
Africa and what are the policy/implementation gaps?

-

What are the current food waste management practices across South Africa and how
might these change in the future?

-

How might food waste hotspots be best identified and acted upon within South Africa?

-

How might the redistribution of food surplus to those living in food poverty be best
supported and developed in South Africa?

C) Approaches to a voluntary agreement roadmap development
-

What can be learnt from the experiences of other countries in formulating South
Africa’s food industry commitments under SDG 12.3?

-

What best practices from other countries might be recommended for adaptation in
South Africa?

3.2.

-

Key findings and recommendations on gap analysis

The South African government is a signatory to the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals, of which Target 12.3 sets out to reduce food waste by 50% by 2030.

-

South Africa’s food loss and waste data is in a far better position than most countries outside
the EU and North America.

-

There is enough adequate data to set a voluntary agreement baseline.

-

A food loss and waste roadmap and voluntary agreement should contain commitments for
continuous improvement over time e.g. improving data estimates and understanding where
necessary.
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-

Food surplus redistribution will be a critical component in an environment where food
insecurity and malnutrition are significant. However, legislative enablers are not the only path
for encouraging redistribution - supporting actions need to aid uptake, such as food safety
training, an improved cold-chain and cost burden alleviation.

-

Strong and committed governance, with a clear leadership mandate, capacity and financial
support is required to develop, monitor and maintain a successful voluntary agreement.

-

A successful voluntary agreement will be one that best matches the opportunities and
challenges presented by the South African food supply chain and its potential for more
sustainable and higher value options. This will be reflected in the core dialogues and themes
that it will be taken forward, through collaborative partnerships and an innovative approach to
linking nutrition, food access and waste reduction.

-

There are linkages with other food chain initiatives, such as agri-hubs with the potential to
improve crop utilisation and develop higher added value uses for surplus produce, such as
shelf-stable nutritious food products.

-

Core focused working groups or dialogues around critical themes are recommended as
spaces for action and commitment within the voluntary agreement. Priority areas would
include 1) retailer/consumer interface; 2) food manufacture and intermediaries; 3) primary
agriculture and post-harvest clusters; 4) food access, redistribution and nutrition; 5) public
procurement; 6) food export; 7) hospitality, food-service & tourism; and 8) the ‘informal’ food
sector.

-

Core apparatus working groups or areas of activity are recommended to support the roadmap
and voluntary agreement, notably: 1) Governance, co-ordination & financing; 2) Technical:
data & methodologies; 3) Policies & legislation and 4) Monitoring & evaluation.

It is important that there is a sense of ownership - country-led and developed by South Africans
drawing on and in consultation with those who’ve been before us (Parfitt & Jenkin, 2019).
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3.3.

Roadmap Summary

The gap analysis resulted in a proposed road map for the development and launch of the
Voluntary Agreement.

(Parfitt & Jenkin, 2019).
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4. Food Waste & Loss Dialogue: 1 – 3 April 2019 (Protea Hotel O.R. Tambo)
Matters discussed

Day 1: Government: Food Access Redistribution and Nutrition
Number of Attendees

: 55

Represented Departments : SALGA; DEA; DST; DoH; NWPG; DPME; DAFF; DST; SDS; NCC;
DBE; READ; COE; DTI, CSIR & Ethekwini Municipality.

Non-governmental Departments (Speakers & Projects Partners) CGCSA; EUD; Pinpoint
Sustainability; WRAP; University of Monashe; University of
Pretoria; SA Harvest; SACB; SNKE Agriculture Development;
FANRPAN; Nosh Food Rescue; Anthesis Group; Smaack
Makers & Anthesis Group.

4.1.1. Purpose
The purpose of the session was to motivate and engage different government departments to be a
part of the project and champions as they could play a vital role in the Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) of halving Food Waste by half by 2030. Also, the government as the legislators can pave a
way to achieve the following:
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-

To close the gap between food wasted and lost and malnutrition (access to nutritious food
by those in need)

-

To develop mechanisms (e.g. legislation, capacity building programmes, transport,
improved cool storage) To alleviate surplus food redistribution challenges

-

To increase surplus food collection and redistribution for human consumption

-

To identify, understand and quantify surplus food availability (barriers & opportunities)

4.1.2. Discussion and Take Away Points
Discussion Points

Take Away

Legislation (an enabler or deterring factor)

It was suggested that the Department of
Agriculture

Forestry

and

Fisheries

and

Department of Environmental Affairs should
take the lead on the Food waste.
Challenges in achieving the SDG 12.3 – Food -

SA challenges in quantifying food loss &

Waste in South Africa

waste
-

Lack of consolidated & clear legislative
framework

-

Department mandate on food waste aligned
with Operation Phakisa

-

Compliance with legislation may be a food
loss & waste driver e.g. ugly fruit

Recommendations and solutions

-

Need for accurate data

-

Good Samaritan law

-

Bring stakeholders together

-

Capacity

building

amongst

Agro

stakeholders
-

Integrate the delivery of the Phakisa into the
Voluntary Agreement

-

Focus on research and get the numbers
right
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Clarifying

different

governmental

achieving SDG 12.3

goals

in -

Department of Environmental Affairs
Department of Agriculture Forestry and
Fisheries

-

Stats SA

Different funding and governance models for a -

Data Repository for food waste including the

South African Voluntary Agreement

relevant

legislation

under

different

government departments
-

Data relating to supply chain – needs some
granularity to inform policies intervention

-

Private and government sector finding
common ground

-

World Bank possible funder

-

Stats SA key role player

The food waste Voluntary Agreement will be considered Operation Phakisa plan, in which the lead
departments will be working towards collaboration.
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4.2 Day 2: Retailers, Manufacturers, Producers and Research and Solution Providers
Retailers: 14

Manufacturers: 17

NPO & NGO: 30

Researchers & Solution Providers: 9

Total number of attendees: 70

4.1.3. Purpose of the meeting
The purpose of the meeting was to engage and open a discussion between retailers and
manufactures on possible ways for reducing and preventing food waste/loss. The retailers were
divided into two groups, with representations from all the stakeholders present. Challenges were
identified, in terms of reducing the food waste and the possible solutions.

4.1.4. Breakout sessions: Challenges and Opportunities in Achieving the SDG 12.3 Food
waste in South Africa
The breakout sessions concentrated on the food waste drivers along the supply chain and the
participants were divided into two groups. Each group had representation from all the sectors (Retail,
Manufacture, NPO, NGO and Research and Solution Providers).
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A. The discussions focused on the food drivers along the supply chain with the following
questions:
A. What has been missed B. Solutions C. What can be done and by whom D. Possible targets
in terms of feasibility and level of impact.
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A. What has been missed?
wrong marketing campaigns,
lack of advertising of new
products and promotions
can impct on sales of
another product
different meal
preferences in each
household e.g
vegetarians versus
carnivorous

efficiency in the
hospitality industry

annual shutdowns

food service pesonnel without
background knowledge on food
costing, menu and preparations
water supply
issues(unable to
process raw materials
in time)
retailers returns
policy. no incentive
to manage waste
farmers get offtable
agreements from
retailers whose
customers demand
perfection
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limited time in household for
cooking and that results in
food bought but not prepared
before it becomes unusable

lack of planning

load shedding hence the
loss of sterility in
refrigeration

human error or
insufficient training

excessive ranges
rsulting in difficulties
to manage demand
forecasting

soil preparations and
agricultural skills
varietal control and
optimization
recipe portion
management at buying
process

poor planning relating to shopping
(healthy options on menu versus tasty
junk food)

poor knowledge of health
option and nutritious meals

shelflife of products when there
are longer they are going to
reduce waste

packaging( poor material that
tears easily) and or transport
damage to food

consumers leaving perishable foods at
the tills and that affects the storing
layout

price of food for people with
allergies

for who or what do we produce
(feed versus food)

realiable ingredient labels,
language and other information
on the package

cultural rituals of killing animals
and not eating them

confusing information about sell
by dates, best before dates, use
by dates and expiry dates

correct ranging per category or
store

contaminaion of raw material
input proccessing and
manufacturing

failure to adhere to size/ weight
requirements hence the overweight or
underweight products
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exporting requirements in terms of
the certain shelflife a product must
have inorder to be exported

what happens to the food that falls during
picking processing and slaughtering

the need to use back up energy by
means of renewable energy or
generators to power up

lack of use of preservatives

lack of innovation to product
development especially for reusable products

poor sense of responsibility
beyond own company/ profit

limited time marketing offers
that distort demand and hence
supply waste

education to manage consumer
expectations of "ugly produce"

lack of options available for
not throwing surplus food:
donations, composing and
divesion from landfill

consumer education

inability to give away food ahead of
food going off
lack of awareness of
understanding the full impications
of costs of wastages at farm level

lack of storage knowledge of
specific products

encouraging personal activism
and altrism as opposed to
personal monetary reward or
incentive

poor infrastructure of food
service unit at school level
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the lack of the right channels to
communicate innovations

effects of climate change
(miscalculations around
seasonal planting)

farmers are not price makers but
price takers, so if the product
doesnt sell, they either recycle
or dump it

availability of water for
irrigation(linked to municipal
infrastructure and ability to
supply)

pressure from retailers and
manufacturers on producers

impact of load shedding on
SMME's, production and cold
chain stored products

classifications and grading
standards
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accessible technology for improved
communication

new farmers lack of skills and
financial support to buy
approriate chemicals, resulting
in poor produce

poor hygienic and food safety
practices

animals getting into farms
where there is no fnecing
and destroy crops

poor entrepreneurship and lack
of training and awareness on
food loss, reduction or
prevention

market access for small
scale farmers

balancing imports versus local
products leading to more
surplus food

B. Solutions
General Solutions
Education/Awareness
-

Helping farmers reduce food waste on farm

Date marking label, nutrition SDG’s

Research
-

Baseline SA

-

Supply chain (where and why)

Donation on surplus foods
-

Liability clarity on legislation

-

Donation organisation – adopt an NGO

Different labelling to reduce waste

Helping consumers to reduce food waste

Food waste network platform

Adjustment of product specifications

Oversupply by farmers

More collaboration to address waste across the
supply chain

Waste tax

A community of practice to help workers in supply
chain to share the practice on food waste reduction.

At source separation

Getting better data on food waste across the supply
chain

Target, Measure, Act

Improve legislation and incentives to increase
redistribution

Info or data transfer (supply chain)

Investigate behavioural causes of food waste and
devise a consumer campaign on food waste

Good Samaritan law / Ubuntu law

Mobile Agri-Tech plan to help farmers process into
more long-lasting products
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C. What can be done and by whom?
Action

Sector Responsible

-

Legislative (ubuntu act)

Facilitation of donation of surplus food and
shifting of liability

-

Adopt an organisation orphanage, creche
for the left over/spoilt food while processing

-

Alternative incentivising CSI, BEE and monetary,
national school nutrition programme and social media
influences

Legislation to facilitate good faith donations
DTI, DOH, NGO’s and retailers

-

Education of consumers around benefits

Department of health, social developments, CGCSA

and nutrition, sell by dates and not wasting

(W&R SETA), tertiary education institutions

and redistribution.
-

encourage innovation
-

Civil society

Connect entrepreneurs with schools to

Frequency

Farmers
Retail
Link to operation Phakisa: waste management (DEA)
Facilitate entrepreneurial workshops
Utilise advertising space of retailers to drive messaging

-

Research

Research bodies (UN, statistic SA, CSIR, COE, NRF,
DTI, SABS AND WBCSD)
Private research companies or business
Internal research

-

Awareness and communication strategy
and planning
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CGCSA

FLW-I

-

-

Planning (research, stakeholder mapping,

CSIR, universities and other agencies (supported by

framework and best practice sharing)

private sector re: implementations)

Establishing an advisory board to help

DAFF

farmers manage over supply of certain

DTI

crops; monitoring using regional hubs
Retailers (small farmers support programmes)
-

Awareness

and

education

of

source

separation (we can’t reduce food waste if
we can’t measure it)

Manufacturers (media and pack info) and retailers
(through campaigns to lead by example)
Local government
Enforcements of legislation
Schools and educational institutions

Communication throughout the supply chain
from farmer to consumer using technology for

Public/private partnerships
Certification and inspection bodies

real time data
Technology companies

D. Setting targets in terms of Feasibility and Impact
View/ point
-

Feasibility

Impact

Easy to achieve

High Impact

Date code for the period of when the product is no
longer fit for consumption

-

Increase landfill costs for disposal

-

Burn all organics from landfill

-

Let the other energy options to reduce reliability
on Eskom
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-

Marketing restrictions (stop bulk buying and stop
promoting to buy more)

-

Food loss and waste education for primary
producers

-

National campaigns to raise awareness in all
social levels

-

Applications on smart phones to alert consumers
of their nearby sell by dates of products from their
retailers

-

Donation of surplus food and food rescue

-

Initiative to give franchisees/retailers rebates for
generators System level for who do we produce
for? (food versus feed)

-

Use to re-use campaign, compost, feeder for pigs Difficult to achieve
etc

-

Postharvest technologies and infrastructure for
smallholder farmers

-

Actions to reduce emissions across the value
chain

-

Make manufacturing processes move efficiently
and close production loops

-

Encouraging small scale retailers versus the 80%
large retailers

-

Linking food waste and water

-

Voluntary agreements to be reloaded better
management of returns

-

Overstocking of shelves to be addressed

-

Diversify energy sources

-

Legislation driving need for expanded scale of use
of food banks

-

Digital platforms for sharing information
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High impact

-

Better

monitoring

and

evaluation

around

redistribution (who takes the burden)
-

Agricultural processing for consumption and other Easy to achieve

Low impact

uses
-

Better research and investigation of “hot spots”
instead of anecdotal issues and solutions

-

Involve all players in the value chain, each has a
role or responsibility

-

Implement same ethos throughout the value chain
(not alone or in silences)

-

Allow for variance on classification and apply for a
regulation that will deal with discrepancies

-

Quality packaging and suitable storage and
education around labels and storage

-

Education around nutrition, malnutrition, ECD and
starving

-

Reform the date labels

-

Alternative distribution, logistic and processing Difficult to achieve
value chains around non-standardised products

-

Training education and awareness on food
wastage

-

Incentivise reduction of food waste and innovation
along the supply chain

-

Ethics with regards to responsible marketing

-

Reduce prices of products close to expiry or reach
sell by date

-

Changes

required

in

legislation

(3rd

world

countries with 1st world legislation)
-

Lack of true costs, monitoring and evaluation
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Low impact

-

Data

collection

and

management

using

a

standardised methodology for collecting food
waste data
-

Social media and millennial feedback

-

Implementation of regulations and legislation
should favour all sectors
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4.2.

Day 3: Commitments and Way Forward

Number of attendees: 66

4.2.1. Summaries: Feedback from Breakout Sessions
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4.2.2. Possible Commitments Summary
A. General Commitments
Helping farmers reduce food waste on farm
Helping consumers to reduce food waste
Adjustment of product specs
More collaboration to address waste across the supply chain
A community of practice to help workers in supply chain to share the practice on food waste reduction.
Getting better data on food waste across the supply chain
Improve legislation and incentives to increase redistribution
Investigate behavioural causes of food waste and devise a consumer campaign on food waste
Mobile Agri-Tech plan to help farmers process into more long-lasting products

B. Sector based commitments
Commitment

Sector

Working with Legislators on reform of date markings

Association

Lobbing and Advocacy work on regulations
Consumer and Supplier Education (Best before Dates)

Retail

Longer shelf life on products
Consumer Awareness on Storage Conditions

Manufacturer

Product Specification adjustments
Training on procedures
Training Logistics and Transporters
Educating producers and Consumers

4.2.3. Next Steps

A. Moving to Phase 3: Preparation and Launch of VA
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NPO

B. Preliminary thinking – Measure, Target, Act
Year 1 - Measure and target
-

Signatories to measure their food waste / surplus and identify ‘hot spots’ to develop a baseline

-

Signatories to be supported with methodology and training on how to measure and report

-

Support delivery of Project Phakisa

-

Identify and connect with other key stakeholders e.g. farmers

Year 2- 4 – Act and measure
-

Signatories to work towards achieving agreed upon percentage reduction in food waste /
surplus

-

Signatories to set annual targets based on evidence gathered
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Appendix
SDG

Sustainable Development Goal

WWF
CGCSA

World-Wide Fund
Consumer Goods Council of South Africa

DTI

Department of Trade Industry

EUD

European Union Dialogue Facility

BEE / CSI

Black Economic Empowerment / Corporate Social Investment

SALGA

South African Local Government Association

DEA

Department of Environmental Affairs

DST

Department of Science and Technology

DoH

Department of Health

NWPG

North West Provincial Government

DPME

Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation

DAFF

Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries

DSD

Department of Social Development

NCC

National Consumer Commission

DBE

Department of Basic Education

READ

Rural, Environment and Agricultural Development

COE

Center of Excellence

CSIR

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

WRAP

Waste & Resources Action Programme

SACB

South African Chamber of Baking

FANRPAN

Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources Policy Analysis Network

NRF

National Research Fund

WBCSD

World Business Council for Sustainable Development

SABS

South African Bureau of Standards

FLW-I

Food Loss and Waste Index
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